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BUS SEATING ARRANGEMENTS

NEW LAY-OUT TO INCREASE CARRYING CAPACITY

The Minister of War Transport has been much concerned with the problem

of providing adequate transport for war workers during the coming winter

when transport difficulties mil be increased by shorter days end higher
traffic peaks. Owing to the demands of the fighting services on the/carrying
productive capacity of the country only a limited number of heavy passenger/
vehicles can be produced in the near future. Experiments have therefore

been made to see how far it would be practicable to increase the carrying

capacity of existing single deck buses by re-arranging the seats. It is

obviously better to travel standing for a short period than to wait in a

queue.

It has been found that by removing all transverse seats, with the

exception of those at the rear, and substituting seats along the sides of the

is in two opposite rows, a typical 32-seater vehicle for instance can be

converted to carry 30 seated and 30 standing passengers, thus raising its

maximum capacity from 40 (including eight standing) to 60.

The Minister of War Transport has accordingly made an Order authorising
the Regional Transport Commissioners as a wartime emergency measure only
to permit single deck buses engaged on specific services to carry standing

passengers up to the total number for which seating accommodation is

provided, subject to a maximum of 30. The Commissioners may impose
conditions as to the use of the vehicles in this way.

Previous regulations did not authorise more than eight standing passengers

and the new concession will apply only to vehicles which have been specially

adapted to afford standing room for the larger number.

In general, the adapted vehicles mil he used, only for journeys not

exceeding ten miles and preferably for factory services with heavy peak
loads. Their use however will depend on the general needs and

circumstances of the area, and the number of single deck busses to be

converted will be determined accordingly.
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